


CANDLE MAGIC
 
 

Candle Magic - a magical art that uses candles and works with the element of fire, colors, scents, vibrations, the symbolism of
shapes, planets, days of the week, deities, and the subconscious. It is a tool for programming and implementing plans, and

desires and emitting them into the area of he First Source until the physical manifestation
 
 

CHARACTERISTIC
 

  candles are a perfect example of ritual tools that combine all the elements:
 

     Unlit candle wax - earth.
     Melting, lit candle - water.

     Burning candle - fire.
     Candle smoke - air.
     Intention - ether.

 
The purpose of using the elements in Candle Magic is to transform the candle into the energy of intention. The basis of the

work is fire for obvious reasons. In addition, it is an elemental element, identified with the prime cause, and has both creative
and destructive power. Its dualistic aspect is used in magical activities: positive-cleansing, protective, strengthening, and

negative-destructive.
 

  Candle Magic is a catalyst for the realization of intentions on the material plane. In this case, the trainee imbues the candle
with his own meta-psychic energy, and when he lights it, kinetic energy is released to act at will. In this way, the energy

potential of the candle, spirit, and mind are combined.
 

Regardless of how the magician interprets Candle Magic, it is certain that practicing strengthens and transforms intentions.
A dense, energetic thought form transforms into a concrete form. First of all, the success of magical operations is determined by
attitude, concentration, and inner strength, because magic is a deeply conscious action using will, reason, feeling, and physical

attributes on the hidden forces of nature.
Candle colors

 
The color of the candle is an important element of practice because it very often determines the effectiveness of magical

operations. In addition, it is not only physically represented, but also visualized, inhaled, or emitted. Color is important
because it functions on many levels and has a multi-level effect:



RED CANDLES
Red is the color of passion and passion, it is a "physical" color, which is the most energetic color of the entire color palette. It is

the color of health, passion, life, love, and courage. To slightly soften the intensity of red color vibrations, I recommend
additionally smoking in the company of red, blue, pale pink, or white candles.

Red candles have the property of enhancing the effect of a given ritual. You can use these properties and add them to rituals
where this color is usually not used. However, be careful not to overdo it - the excess of red will certainly bring the opposite

effect from the one you expect, e.g. instead of courage and quick action - anger, instead of love - hatred, instead of passion -
blind passion 

BURN A RED CANDLE FOR:   
 
 

- attracting love for yourself, which will not last too long,
but will certainly be hot and passionate. So if you care

about a wild and crazy romance, use a red candle - rub it
with rose or strawberry oil, you can also successfully use oils

with the scent of lavender, verbena, and heather;
     -adds strength, vigor, and passion - it is a strong
protective color that overpowers our enemies, protects

against mental attacks from other people;
    - helps to drive away sadness, will help you if you feel a

total lack of energy - helps to regain the will to live;
    - increases vitality, brings courage and determination in

actions;
     -use it when you are tired and lack energy, do not

believe in yourself, when you lack courage or creativity;
removes cowardice, fear, and fear - adds courage and

enthusiasm;
     - positively strengthens the zone of sex and passion;

     - beneficial for low blood pressure, and liver problems,
beneficial for depression, heals anxiety, anemia, cancer,

exhaustion, frostbite, leukemia, or neuralgia
 
 

IMPORTANT:
 

     red candles are not lit for people who have high blood pressure
or high fever;

     just like hyperactive, energetic, expansive people should avoid
burning red candles;

     never light a red candle if you are nervous, aggressive, or
experiencing nervous situations - lighting a red candle in such a

situation intensifies these negative impressions/well-being or
situations ... then it is better to light a blue candle that will help

you calm down.



PINK CANDLES
The pink candle is a symbol of the red and white candle, it combines innocence and love, purity and blood. Like a white candle,
we can use a pink candle as a substitute, but not in every case. The pink candle will find its use in pure rituals, such as love -

but only if he/she also wants the same. In professional magic we often start with this color, it is a confirmation of the
willingness to reach an agreement for both sides. Often, however, this does not work due to the lack of a different will of the

parties. Recall that the pink candle will only work when the parties' intentions are the same. If they are different, they won't
help. Responsible people entering the world of esoteric-ism and magic start with this color.

BURN A PINK CANDLE FOR:
 

     -Silencing the mind, bad emotions and entering a state
of relaxation and relaxation

     -Invocations of self-empathy, are advisable when we are
very self-critical

     -Strengthen self-confidence and increase self-esteem,
increase self-acceptance

     -Summoning the energy of peace and understanding
     -Evolution of healthy regenerative sleep (a too-intensely

pink candle will give you a sleepless night)
     -Evocations of caring and romantic love

     -Invocations of sincere compassion, understanding, and
a helping hand

    - Accepting ourselves as we are to stop comparing
ourselves to others in terms of physical, social, and financial

status
     -Admit the truth about your perfection

     -Replacing negative, critical thoughts with more positive
and productive ones

     -Evocations of honest friendship
     -Reconciliation of the feuding parties

     -Clarification of misunderstandings and conflicts
     -Improve the atmosphere at home or work

     -Harmony in a business partnership
     -Preventing conflict, hatred, or resentment

     -Strengthening the effects of cosmetics and all beauty
treatments (rejuvenate the body and soul)

     -Healing: diseases of the circulatory system (especially
those related to the nervous system), anxiety, and neuroses

A pink candle will always help in purity, keeping it, even the pre-marital one, if someone prefers it. It is the color of pure,
good, positive intentions towards other people/creatures. We need a pink candle whenever we have pure feelings, i.e. we want

our own or another person's happiness.



ORANGE CANDLE

BURN A ORANGE CANDLE FOR:
 

  -improves interpersonal contacts and communication
     -increases the ability to cope with everyday difficulties

     -helps enjoy the smallest things - the joy of life
     -helps you get closer to your set goal or desire, e.g. to

attract a partner
     - helps to overcome your inner stubbornness,

     -supports the achievement of an already defined goal,
leads to success;

     -helps to clearly define and define the goal to which we
will strive

     -attracts good, helpful people;
     very good color to fight your laziness

     - supports mental performance and creativity
    - suitable for all matters related to professional work,

new ventures, activates, and stimulates;
     - helps in healing: arthritis, asthma, bronchitis,

constipation, cough, depression, exhaustion,
 
 

The orange color is a symbol of youth, modernity, openness, joy, and appetite stimulation. It awakens the will to live, increases
self-esteem, and increases motivation to act. This color is not recommended for people who feel lonely and lost.

The orange color of both candles is associated with citrus, Orange is a color that, both in the case of our life and the fruit
growing on trees, symbolizes that a tree bends under its weight, drawing vital forces from this tree. The orange color of the

candle indicates that we draw energy from someone, we attach ourselves to someone to make us better - another person/entity
must be worse. According to the law of karma, however, we will work off what we have taken from other people and entities.

The orange candle, like the yellow candle, will not give us the effect forever. If we use it, we must take into account the
consequences of karma. The orange candle is good for here and now, for invocations, for something we want here and now and
we are ready to pay for it with our health, energy, or long-term fatigue. It is worth fighting an orange candle when we want
to come to good conclusions and successes from the conversation being held in a moment. It improves interpersonal contact and

communication and increases the ability to cope with everyday difficulties. It will help break stubbornness and overcome
laziness.



YELLOW CANDLE
Yellow is a dynamic, warm, and joyful color, has antidepressant properties, and brings serenity and optimism - it warms our

thoughts like summer sunshine. This color is a symbol of activity, unity, creativity, and sharp intellect. It indicates positive
experiences, maturation, and positive spiritual and physical changes. It stimulates our actions and improves mood and

increases self-esteem.

Rituals with yellow candles should not be carried out too often, this color is not particularly favorable, and it can often be
addictive, giving us relief and strength that is not long-lasting. You are planning a long-term and stable business - avoid

this color. It is a color that brings quick but short-term effects.

BURN A YELLOW CANDLE FOR:
 

-attracting wealth and money and when we need gentle
persuasion;

     -we burn a yellow candle when we want to open our mind
- it becomes more receptive, so learning will come easily; when

we want to expand cognitive powers and understanding;
    - will stimulate our creativity, inspiration, and knowledge

on a given topic;
     facilitates interpersonal communication, increases

eloquence and concentration
     -adds self-confidence, increases the power of

pronunciation - helpful for students when passing exams (it
makes it easier to remember the material but also find the

right questions for us), while it helps teachers to pass
knowledge more interestingly;

     - we burn the yellow candle before the job interview - it
will help us present ourselves from the best side; irreplaceable
before any presentations where we will have to understand

something or convince someone of a project or idea;
     -helps in important conversations and business meetings,

when concluding contracts;
     -it's a travel talisman - a safe journey

     -cleanses the environment from negative emotions (despite
the fact that it is an energetic and intense color), thanks to

which it helps to calm down, focus and find the right way of
action for us;

     -the yellow candle is worth using in the magic of
beginnings (from March 22 to April 30), in the magic of
ending (from September 22 to October 31), in the magic of
parting (from November 1 to December 22), in financial

magic (from December 23 to 31 January)
     -increase the conviction to fight the disease, uplift the

spirit, and encourage to act, that's why they work well in the
fight against depression - they lower fears; perfectly

strengthen memory, are helpful in lung diseases and general
digestive problems support the treatment of constipation,

diabetes, heartburn, menstrual cramps, skin diseases;
 

IMPORTANT:
 

     too much yellow interferes with communication, so
that the language does not keep up with thoughts, and

words become insincere. Thoughts are hard to pin
down, and chatter about anything and everything

that goes off-topic;
     watch out for shades of yellow - pale yellow fuels

indecision, while the lemon shade is emotional coldness,
betrayal, and stinginess;

     too much yellow can increase anxiety and fear;



GREEN CANDLE
 
 

     Green is the color of hope - it is a combination of blue (symbolizing eternity) and yellow (symbolizing revelation) in equal
proportions.

 
It is the color of life, nature, and rebirth (just as nature enjoys healthy greenery in spring). It is also the color of healing, joy,

and happiness. This color also means learning, gathering experiences, and using them in practice, it is also mental and
physical maturation.;

Green, like a brown candle, means harvest, nature, prosperity, and success. Green is the good of nature, development, and
grasping for happiness.

BURN A GREEN CANDLE FOR:
 

    - in magic if we want to ensure material success,
financial success, or high material status (money,

land, real estate)
  - green enhances fertility, and protects the family

and children; in the magic of fertility (from
February 1 to June 21)

     - very strongly protects the house as a building
and the house as a family; if you feel that someone

in your environment envies you and your loved
ones, or even wishes you ill, be sure to light a green
candle. Burning a candle will clean the atmosphere

around you, your loved ones, and your home.
However, after a few days of burning this candle,

you will feel that everything is back to normal, this
good smiley standard

     -in magic about health, physical fitness, and
improved well-being;

     - strengthens immunity, so it is worth burning
a green candle to protect against infections;

    - if we want to calm down and concentrate,
clear the mind; helpful if we want to focus;

     -necessary if we want to make a good choice,
make a decision, decide on something;

     - with rituals for finding a job or for that
dream job;

    - if you are looking for an answer to a question
or you are finishing one stage in your life and

starting another;
     -in love magic (from February 1 to March 21)

     -in the magic of justice and harvest (from
August 2 to September 21)

     - treatment of all skin lesions, viral infections,
colds, boils, migraines and high blood pressure,

cancer, ulcers, kidney ailments, neurosis
 

Too much use of the color green can have the opposite
effect, i.e. deepen anxiety to complete confusion. We
can worsen your mental and physical well-being

IMPORTANT :
 

     combining a green candle and a red candle in one
ritual is not a good idea - the combination of these colors

causes envy ...
     the combination of green and gold will help you achieve

Success at Work, Gain Fortune, Prosperity and high
Prosperity



BLUE CANDLES
Blue - is inner peace, wisdom, inspiration, truth, healing, higher religious feelings, astral travel, prophetic dreams, and

protection.

BURN A BLUE CANDLE FOR:
 

    - when you feel negative energy around you - blue is a
protective color;

     -if you lack faith, hope, and courage, or when you are
nervous, you cannot think straight;

   - if you want to know the truth, the cause of some state of
affairs;

     - evokes inner peace, happiness, fidelity, and harmony - at
home; protects the home hearth and cleanses from negative

influences; protects family relationships;
     -if you want to get inspiration, wisdom, and truth; it
clears the mind of what is unnecessary and allows your

creativity to be reborn; helps when you run out of ideas for life
or creative inspiration - burn a blue candle for 7 days for at

least an hour and new ideas will appear instantly
     -calms and calms down, helps to relax;

    - it is advisable to light a blue candle after having words, it
will bring relief and purification; cleans the atmosphere

     -helps in good communication;
     -as a calming color, it helps you fall asleep quickly - light

a candle 30 minutes before bedtime;
     -helps to bring prophetic dreams;

     - helps to get rid of addictions and bad habits
    - helps in healing: diarrhea, fever, burns, headache, sore

throat, ulcers, rashes, rheumatic pains, or cuts. It helps in the
treatment of depression and neurosis and has a strong calming

and calming effect. The vibrations of the blue color have a
diastolic effect, which is why it also helps with menstrual pain.

IMPORTANT:
 

     you must not overdo the rituals with the color blue because
instead of the desired effect, you can unintentionally lower your
mood, or you will start escaping into the world of dreams, not

take up the challenge and we stop achieving your goals ...



PURPLE CANDLES
Purple is the favorite color of people interested in esotericism, people who are looking for answers to the questions of life and

death - their sense, it is also the color of priests' robes ... Usually in everyday life, people who deal with their development, are
interested in psychology or mysterious mystery choose this color side of existence. This color will be chosen by people who are

simply looking for an answer to the question "Why are we here in this world?"... This color motivates us to break away from
the gray reality to look for something more, something intangible, something that cannot be measured or even weighed ... This

color soothes and calms down ... And most importantly, purple is the secret equivalent of the color White... The color of
psychic abilities and wisdom, the color of spiritual development and healing.

You've probably noticed that the purple color manifests
itself in the trail of incense smoke, or the halo of a flame,

e.g. a lit candle ... so magical and mysterious.

It is good to burn a candle in this color during meditation or prayer - then we have an even better insight into our interior. It
helps to regain the balance between the spiritual and material world, which is so easy to lose nowadays. In addition, this color

will strengthen any ritual.
 

BURN A PURPLE CANDLE FOR:
 

    - regain mental and emotional balance when we
feel broken

      - in regaining balance after the loss of a loved one
     -in neutralizing/removing negative karma,

     - making the right decision,
     - resolution of problems, disputes

     -all protective rituals (including removing
charms)

     -gives spiritual protection and protection against
negative energy, protects and purifies

     -development and strengthening of intuition;
spiritual development and magical sciences

     -during meditation or prayer
     - to regain respect or honor

   - in particular, I recommend people with the age of
6 in their date of birth who, before going to the

cemetery or hospital to visit, should light a purple
candle at home in a safe place (e.g. in the bathtub or
sink ..) to become invisible to entities that they could

bring home

 
Helpful in health intentions: allergies, asthma, alopecia,

sinusitis, all colds, mental disorders, sleep disorders, tumors,
cancer, or diseases caused by stress.

The violet candle burned with the intention of recovery works
slowly and gently to lead to our recovery in small steps ...

convalescents should use this color.

IMPORTANT:
 

- a purple candle is not recommended for hyperactive
people, so they should not use this color too often



WHITE CANDLES

A white candle has a cleansing effect on ourselves and our surroundings, releasing from toxic energies that can take the form
of sudden and strong negative emotions, obsessions, problems, including mental ones. The white color of the candle can have

the colors of the Moon and Mercury, i.e. changes.

BURN A WHITE CANDLE FOR:
 

- a white candle is perfect for cleaning rooms, e.g.
when someone was not pleasant at your house for a
visit, it is necessary to light a white candle to cleanse

the bad energy left by the person;
- a white candle is the strongest symbol of

protection, which is necessary to protect and cleanse
places from negative energy or adverse influences,
but it can also be used for protective rituals and

cleansing the body and soul;
    - if we want to balance our aura, raise our

vibrations;
    - we burn it protectively during pregnancy and

birth;
     -if you do not know what color to choose for a

given ritual, you can successfully use a white candle
    - during the ritual, a white candle can be

combined with other colors
     - it is advisable to burn a white candle if we

finish one stage of life and start another, e.g. a new
relationship, relocation, new job, new venture ..;

     - supports meditation; cleanses and allows you to
gain clarity of mind, calm down, calm down, relax,

helps to find the truth or the right solution;
     - helps to strengthen internal strength, restores
mental and spiritual stability, and improves the

body's vitality;
     -in stressful situations, where we feel threatened,

we have concerns about the next day - a white
candle helps to summon our spiritual guardian;

A white candle can also be lit with the intention of the peace of the soul of a deceased person or struggling with burdens and
problems of a mental and spiritual nature.

WHITE CANDLE - we can burn it in any situation, it
replaces any other candle. We burn it when we want to
balance the aura, at the bodies of the dead and birth, to

raise vibrations and expel negative energy, and to cleanse
ourselves and the room.

FOR ONE'S HEALTH:
 

    -in rituals supporting parts of the body that are
white, i.e. teeth and bones;

 - restores their balance in the body;
 



BROWN CANDLES
The brown color is associated with the energy of the earth. Bronze allows us to get in touch with nature, its forces, and

extraordinary grounding energy. The brown color and the brown candle will help us to give away bad energies to the earth's
elements. By giving away bad energy, we will only be left with positive energy, which can not harm us in any way. Bronze is

a symbol of aligning with the earth, which, even if badly wounded, will always regain its splendor and conquer further
territories. The color itself and the brown candle will allow us to express the bad emotions that surround us, and help in

cleaning the house and rooms. It will support intuition and give us new vitality.

BURN A BROWN CANDLE FOR:
 

 -we need purification
     -we want to be closer to nature,

     -we need to improve our finances, concentration,
attention,

     we do rituals:
     -protective,

         -health (especially for animals),
         -developing ourselves, our companies, and our

jobs.
 

- The brown candle gives, above all, stability,
reliability, responsibility, support in all family

activities, and support following in honesty.
- We use it when we need to get serious and long-
lasting effects, whether related to concentration or

finances.
-It will support your balance and sharpen

extrasensory perception.
-It is also helpful in gaining knowledge and

repairing the damage we have done to ourselves and
others.

-The brown candle will help us in eliminating
stress and the damage we have done to ourselves and

others.
-Allows you to resolve crises and ground you.

- If you want to repair the damage you have done,
this is the right color to enhance this aspect

- Perfect for Reiki Treatments Healing the Past
 

HEALTH ASPECTS:
- helpful in rituals that strengthen memory and hearing
- soothes the nerves, giving peace and a sense of security

- excellent for healing Reiki Treatments for animals

IMPORTANT:
- Abusing the color brown will introduce workaholism into your life, which will negatively affect your personal life. Instead
of stability, there will be disorganization, instead of balance, chaos will manifest itself ... it can lower your concentration and

it will be difficult for you to make even the simplest decisions. Therefore, use this color of candles with caution.
- bronze candles should not be used as ornaments unless they are dark brown with gold or turquoise decorations.



BLACK CANDLES
Black color in magic symbolizes protection against evil. It is used e.g. when banishing ill-wishers or getting rid of bad luck.

On the other hand, it is also used when casting curses or charms. Just as white is made of the combination of all colors, black is
the absence of any light. Therefore, in many beliefs and cultures, this color is identified with death, hopelessness, pain, and

suffering. Today, however, the perception of black in our society is significantly different. Black is associated with luxury and
a sense of power, dignity, or even sexiness. Black is an indispensable companion of the mood of seriousness, formality, and

mystery.

HOW TO USE A BLACK CANDLE?
 

The black candle can be used in ritual magic as an intention candle. Fire is one of the four elements. Its power perfectly
harmonizes with the black color and enhances its symbolism. Flames provide security and protection, they are associated with
warmth and home. Candles have always been used in various religious ceremonies and this tradition is still cultivated. This is

the simplest magic ritual that anyone can do on their own at home.
 

Any ritual involving a black candle should be performed with pure intention. The time of day and phase of the moon also
matter. The ritual of cutting off and ending a certain stage should be performed with the waning moon. It is best to light a

candle just before midnight, which symbolizes the transition from one day to another, and thus the transition from the old to
the new. We can carve symbols or names important to us on the candle with a needle. Sometimes it is recommended to write
down your intention on a piece of paper and then burn it in a candle flame. Before starting the ritual, you can anoint the

candle with a special fragrance oil.
 

The way the candle burns is very important. We should also watch the flame. A strong or weak flame indicates how the
ritual is going. If the candle goes out at the very beginning, perhaps we should consider whether to continue our activities. In

turn, an overturned candle is a very bad sign.

BURN A PURPLE CANDLE FOR:
 -when you want to permanently delete something,

- cut off from toxic love
     -when you need to work on yourself (or someone

else) to reach the distant past,
     - to freeze people, places,

     -when you want to go into deep meditation.
     black - open access to the subconscious. Use it in
rituals to enter into deep meditation or to exorcise

evil. Attracts the energy of Saturn.
-Black candles are mostly used during protective

rituals. They are an effective shield against evil and
all negative feelings such as:
 jealousy, envy, disagreement

-By burning a black candle, we can cut ourselves
off from the bad people we don't want in our lives.
They also allow you to get rid of addictions, freeing
your body and mind from all addictions that bind

us.
 



 
FRIDAY

-Planet - VENUS
-zodiac sign - TAURUS, LIBRA - (family, love,

pleasures)
-candle - green, pink.

-energy - female
 

He rules love and pleasures, matters of the heart.
Application for magic about love, peace, beauty, gentleness,
women's issues, healing, protection, loved ones, ease, pleasure

and romance.
 

SATURDAY
-Planet - SATURN

-zodiac sign - CAPRICORN, AQUARIUS - (work,
patience, obstacles,

delays) 
- candle - black, brown.

-energy - masculine
 

It governs pleasures, obstacles and their overcoming.
Applicable to magic of overcoming limitations, old age,

endings, death, blockages, bans.
 

SUNDAY
-Planet - SUN

-zodiac sign - LEO - (abundance, success, creativity)
-candle - yellow, gold.
-energy - masculine

 
It rules health, success, leadership, joy and protection.

Applicable to magic associated with happiness, joy, healing,
power, power, guidance, egos, power, fathers and husbands.

 

ASSIGNMENT OF CANDLE COLORS TO 
DAYS OF THE WEEK.

MONDAY
Planet - MOON

-zodiac sign - CANCER (memory, healing, protection,
health)

-candle - white, silver.
-energy - feminine

 
He rules over emotions, protection, healing, and female

secrets. On this day we can use rituals for healing, healing,
improving memory, and healing the soul. The day is good

for female affairs, emotions, and secrets.
 

TUESDAY
Planet Mars

zodiac sign - Aries, Scorpio (courage, power, loyalty,
wealth)

candle-red, purple
energy - masculine

 
He rules conquest, power, and defeating enemies. Used in -
magic associated with wars of all kinds, lust, violence, swift

action, victories, strength, perseverance, leadership,
independence, and physical competition.

 
WEDNESDAY

-Planet - MERCURY
-zodiac sign - GEMINI, VIRGO - (communication,

business, travel)
-candle - orange, light blue.

-energy - masculine
 

It governs healing and the mind. Used for case magic
learning, education, addictions and addictions,

communication, travel, young people, news, perception, art,
poetry, and literature.

 
THURSDAY

-Planet - JUPITER
-zodiac sign - Sagittarius, Pisces - (money, success, -

abundance, development)violet, dark blue candle.
-energy - masculine

 
It rules growth, development, generosity, and abundance.

Application for magic associated with development,
expansion, success, money, business, and attraction

positive things.
 
 


